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IMPECCABLE STYLE WITH CAREFREE UPKEEP
There’s nothing like a crisp, pristine finish to draw attention to the trim areas and architectural details 
of a home. And one of the best ways to achieve striking results is to use a flatstock of exceptional quality –  
one that combines superb forming properties with a luxurious and protective finish. Performance G8 
Flatstock makes it easy to add personality and curb appeal to your home.

SEE THE DIFFERENCE! 
Performance G8’s flexibility, formability and highly durable topcoat ensure a superb installation and long-
lasting beauty. As shown below, a nickel rubbed across the surface of Poly and PVC finish coil easily leaves 
marks, while mar-resistant Performance G8 continues to look great!

THE PERFORMANCE G8 QUALITY DISTINCTION
UV Protection  Prolonged exposure to ultraviolet rays can  
cause irregular colouring. Performance G8’s specially  
formulated finish coat delivers the needed protection, in 
addition to improved gloss retention, resistance to chalking  
and fading, and a beautifully consistent appearance.

Stain Resistance  The stain inhibitors in Performance G8’s 
finish coat resist damage and stains from trees, dirt, oils, salt 
spray and other harsh environmental elements. Built with easy 
upkeep in mind, Performance G8 can be cleaned with plain 
water to remove most airborne dust and dirt, keeping your 
home fresh-looking and clean.

Peace of Mind  Performance G8 is backed by a 30-Year 
Limited Warranty, further assurance of superior quality and 
value. See printed warranty for details.† 

A MORE SUSTAINABLE CHOICE
Aluminum’s easy and infinite recyclability helps make it a  
more sustainable building material. The aluminum used in  
Gentek’s flatstock contains >90% pre/post-consumer  
recycled content and is 100% recyclable.††

Performance G8 Flatstock in Snow White

 PERFORMANCE G8   POLY COATED   PVC COATED

Trademarks mentioned in this document are the property of Associated Materials, its affiliates, or their respective owners. Specifications subject to change 
without notice. †For a copy of the written product warranty please visit www.gentek.ca/support/warranty/ or contact your Gentek Sales Representative. 
Limited warranty does not apply to damage caused by faulty or improper installation, or causes outside of Gentek’s control. ††Aluminum Sustainability, 
www.aluminum.org/sustainability (accessed 5-22-24). Colours may be slightly different from their appearance in this brochure. Make final colour selections 
using actual flatstock samples. Accessible formats and communication supports are available upon request.
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